JOURNEY OF ISA PROJECT
VIKASA REPEATS SUCCESS
THE VIKASA is all set to add another feather in its cap by repeating the saga of
success for the second time. We had cornered the prestigious International School
Award from the British Council in the year 2013- 2014. This year too we have
embarked on the mission, so as to sport the prestigious British Council Logo
alongside our School Emblem, thus giving us enough reason to flaunt ourself as a
school confirming to British Standard.
The ISA project was initiated in all classes from Grade 1 to Grade 12 on the topics:
Granny’s goodness, Cherish your connections with family, Into the blue yonder,
Solid waste management, Expression of beauty, Flowers smile back even after they
are dried and Fishing techniques.
The children plunged into a wide spectrum of activities like debate, group
discussion, power point presentation, skype sessions with students overseas, art
work, hands on experience, field trips, stage shows, guest lectures, report writing,
quiz and other such related activities. Eminent personalities were invited to conduct
seminars and workshops. The children busied themselves with variegated activities
which provided a different experiential learning experience. It helped bringing
together different aspects of education such as sensitivity to core issues, awareness,
general and in-depth understanding of their topic area, open mindedness reflection
and analysis, etc.
We feel proud to have impacted lives in our neighbourhood especially at work
places where our students went on a field trip for Solid waste management and
fishing techniques projects. The locals felt very appreciated and their job fulfilling
as our students questioned them on the processes, difficulties they face and
commended them on their contribution to the society at large.
Though it was a challenging task, we were able to carry it off dexterously well as a
team of dedicated teachers and students. The parents played an equally important
role sharing in their might at every stage and rendered their co-operation to their
utmost. The management along with its visionary head, the Principal Dr. N. K.
Charles have been the beacon and supporting pillars in this endeavor. Undeniably
this ISA project is a crest in the wave of VIKASA.

